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INTRODUCTION 
When studying invariants of fields, oneis usually interested in the 
behaviour ofthese invariants under field extensions. I  case of the Brauer 
group for example, there are two important maps relating Br(K) and Br(L) 
in the case of a finite, separable extension L/K: the restriction 
Res.,,: Br( K) + Br( L) and the corestriction Car,,,: Br( L) --* Br( K). The 
latter isusually defined interms of Galois cohomology, butRiehm [ 131 
gave apurely algebra-theoretic definition by assigning to every L-algebra 
A a K-algebra Car,,,(A) in afunctorial manner. 
In this paper we study Riehm’s corestriction for algebras carrying a 
Galois structure with respect toa finite dimensional Hopf algebra. This 
concept ofGalois algebras was introduced by Chase and Sweedler [2] in 
the case of commutative algebras. There are many examples [8]; the first 
two that come to mind are the classical one, in which a finite group 
operates by automorphisms, and the case of fully G-graded algebras for a
finite group G [S, 1.51. 
However, itturns out that he concept ofgroup-Galois or fully graded 
algebras is too restrictive when one is studying the corestriction of such 
algebras. This is because ifA is an H-Galois algebra over L, its corestric- 
tion is a Galois algebra with respect to he corestriction of H, which is not 
a group ring, even if H is. This happens, for example, inthe case of norm 
residue algebras, thecorestrictions of which were recently studied by
Merkurjev [11] in the search for aset of nice generators forthe Brauer 
group. We will study the corestriction of such algebras, which are smash 
products oftwo commutative Galois algebras with respect toa Hopf 
algebra and its dual, in a subsequent paper, where we will derive a 
generalization of the projection formula for cyclic algebras [16]. 
There is, however, a somewhat different corestriction for Galois algebras 
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with respect to afixed Hopf algebra H, provided H is cocommutative (this 
corresponds to the case of abelian Galois groups) and is defined over K. 
We call this corestriction the H-norm. The name “norm” is justified by 
examples, in which the H-norm can be interpreted as the classical norm 
resp. trace of elements of L, and by the above-mentioned generalization of 
the projection formula, where the H-norm replaces theclassical norm. 
Before w study the corestriction of Galois algebras in Section 2,we first 
deal with the behaviour ofGalois algebras under change of the Hopf 
algebra, which does not seem to appear in the literature in this generality. 
This paper constitutes partof the author’s thesis [IS], which was written 
under the guidance ofProfessor Pa eigis. Part of the work for this thesis 
was done at Cornell University, and the author is indebted toProfessor 
Chase and Professor Sweedler for their continuous interest andtheir 
valuable suggestions. 
1. GALOIS ALGEBRAS AND FUNCTORIALITY 
Let k be a commutative ring, 0 = Ok. All Hopf algebras are assumed 
to be finitely generated projective k-modules. We use the notation of[15] 
for Hopf algebras andcomodules, xcept that we denote the multiplication 
map of a Hopf algebra byV. In particular S denotes the antipode. 
DEFINITION 1. Let H be a Hopf algebra over k. An H-comodule algebra 
cc A + A OH (i.e., A is a k-algebra andthe H-comodule structure mapc1 
is an algebra m p) is called anH-Galois algebra if A is faithfully f atover 
k and the canonical m p6: A @A + A @ H sending a @ b to (a @ 1) . cl(b) 
is bijective. 
For an arbitrary H-comodule algebra A the map Z: . A 0 A’ + . A 0 H’ is 
left A-linear andright H-colinear, where the lower esp. upper dots indicate 
the module resp. the comodule structures we are talking about. Further- 
more, a” is multiplicative if and only if A is commutative. Hence, if A is a 
commutative H-Galois algebra, H must be commutative as well. 
Basic examples ofGalois algebras include Galois extensions i  the sense 
of Chase, Harrison, a dRosenberg, fully graded algebras, ndclasses of 
Azumaya lgebras like the cyclic algebras Cl]. 
A morphism between two H-comodule algebras A and B is by definition 
an H-colinear algebra m p. If A and B are two Galois algebras, we call 
such amap an H-Gafois morphism for short. We denote by Gal(H) resp. 
Gal,(H) the sets of isomorphism classes of H-Galois resp. ofcommutative 
H-Galois algebras. 
The following fact is well known: 
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LEMMA 1. In the category ofH-Galois algebras every morphism is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof Every H-Galois morphism f: A --f B induces a commutative 
square 
AQA ----b AQH 
I 
f@/ 
I 
J-B1 
BQB a BQH 
Reducing to the case of a ground field and counting ranks yields the 
claim. 1
Now suppose cp: G + H is a Hopf algebra m p. cp induces a forgetful 
functor FV, which assigns toa G-comodule algebra A -+ A @I G the 
H-comodule algebra A + A @G + A@ H, where the last arrow is 10 cp. 
This functor has a right adjoint, which is given by the cotensor product: If 
/I: B + B@ H is a right H-comodule algebra, then 
is a G-comodule algebra, thediagonal being induced bythe diagonal ofG. 
Here p = (cp @ 1) 0A: G -+ H 0 G denotes the left H-comodule algebra 
structure of G. The adjunction m rphisms S$(B 0, G) --t B resp. A + 
9$(A) q H G are induced by the maps 10~: B@ G + B resp. by the 
diagonal map of A. 
PROPOSITION 2. If B is an H-Galois algebra, then B 0 H G is a G-Galois 
algebra. 
Proof: Denote A = B 0 H G and let abe its diagonal map. Consider the 
following chain of left B-linear isomorphisms: 
B@(BO,,G)r(B@B)O,G 
r(B@H) Ll,G 
zB@(HU,G) 
rB@G. 
Call it + (the last isomorphism n this chain is induced by(cp @I 1) o A: G r 
H 0 ,, G). Then $(C b 0 b’ @ g) = C b . b’ 0 g. A is k-faithfully lat,since B 
and G are. We have to show that Bor equivalently B@ a is bijective. As 
to this consider the commutative diagram (r the twist map) 
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BQ(BO,G)Q(B E,G) -=% BQ(B q ,G)QG 
I 
*@I 
BQGQ(B q ,G) +01 
IlOT)(i@1)(1OT) 
B&G 
l@ii 
•, B&G 
Now 2 is bijective (G is a G-Galois algebra), ndthe claim follows. 1 
DEFINITION 2. Let cp: G + H be a Hopf algebra m p, A E Gal(G), and 
BE Gal(H). AnH-comodule algebra m p f: 3$,(A) -+B is called a cp-Galois 
morphism for short. This amounts to saying that f: A + B is an algebra 
map which is cp-colinear, i.e., the diagram 
commutes. 
This definition is justified by the following fact: 
THEOREM 3. If cp: G + H is a morphism of finite Hopf algebras, then for 
every BE Gal(H) there is a uniquely determined A EGal(G) on which there 
can be defined a qo-Galois morphism f: A + B. Setting Gal(q)(B) = A makes 
Gal(-) a contravariant, se  valued functor on the category offinite Hopf 
algebras. If both G and B are commutative, then so is A. Hence, on the 
category offinite, commutative Hopf algebras, Gal,(-) isa subfunctor of 
Gal(-). 
Proof A = B 0 H G is in Gal(G) and the adjunction m rphism is a 
cp-Galois morphism from A to B. Suppose f’: A’ --) B is another cp-Galois 
morphism. Bythe universal property ofA stemming from the adjointness 
of RV and -0 H G, there is a G-comodule algebra m p g: A’ + A with 
Lalg;)J ,By Lemma 1, g is an isomorphism, andhence A= A’ in 
Remark. The above theorem is analogous to a well-known fact in the 
theory of group extensions: Suppose 1-+ M+ B --, H + 1 is a central 
extension of the abelian group M by a group H and cp: G --) H is a group 
homomorphism. Then there xists a unique. central extension 1 + M+ 
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A + G + 1 such that here is a homomorphism f:B + A rendering the 
diagram 
l-M-B- G-l 
I( k Iv 
l-M-A-H-1 
commutative. This analogy is not too surprising since Chase [1 ] has 
shown that for acommutative andcocommutative Hopf algebra Hone can 
associate to very H-Galois algebra A a central extension (in a suitable 
Grothendieck topology) of the multiplicative group scheme by the Cartier 
dual of the group scheme represented by H and vice versa. 
From Theorem 3we can easily derive the xistence of a group structure 
on Gal(H) in the case where H is cocommutative, which in a rather special 
case was first realized by Hasse [lo]. 
COROLLARY 4. For a cocommutative Hopf algebra H the set Gal(H) 
becomes an abelian group under A * B = Gal(d )(A 8 B). H = Gal(s)(k) is 
the neutral e ement and (AoP, (10 S)ou), where AoP denotes the opposite 
algebra ofA, is the inverse of (A, a) E Gal(H). Zf H is also commutative, 
Gal,(H) is a subgroup of Gal(H). 
Proo$ We start with the general observation that if Ai~Gal(Hi) 
(i = 1,2) then A, @A, E Gal(H, @ Hz). Now let A, BE Gal(H). Since H is 
cocommutative, A isa Hopf algebra m p and hence * is well-defined. 
z 0 A = A implies the commutativity of *. The diagonal A + A@ H is a 
A-Galois morphism and hence H is a neutral e ement. To show that AoP 
is an H-Galois algebra which is inverse toA, we have to work somewhat 
harder: Denote clap = (18 S) 0 a: AoP + AoP 0 H. This ‘map makes AoP 
an H-comodule algebra. Let g: AoP 
k-module A.The bijectivity of a% 
+ A denote the identity mapon the 
follows from the commutative diagram 
where I(/(C a @ h) = C a(,,)@ h .a(,, isbijective w thinverse I,-‘(C a@ h) = 
C aCo, (8h. S(a(,,). Letfdenote the composed map 
481/144/Z-7 
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where r(h) = 1 Oh. We have to show thatfis a A-Galois morphism. Clearly 
f‘(l)=l. Suppose g,hEH are given. Let f(g)=Ca,@h, and f(h)= 
C ciQd,. Then a(CcjaiOh,d,)=Cc,a;b,(o,dj,,,Ohi,l,dj(,,=C~,ld,o,O 
gd,(,, = 10 gh. Hence fis an algebra m p. It is routine tocheck that 2is 
A-colinear; thatis, the diagram 
commutes. Bythe definition of Pp the map g is S-colinear. Hence f is 
cp-colinear with 
cp: HA H@Hz H@H= H@H 
andj(h)=l@h. But sinced”~‘(gOh)=CgS(h~,,)Oh~,, weget cp=A. 1 
Remark. For a commutative andcocommutative Hopf algebra H the 
set of Hopf algebra endomorphisms carries a ring structure, th  addition 
being given by the convolution product (cp *$)(A) = C rp(h(,,) .$(A(*)). It is 
sometimes handy to realize that Gal,(H) is actually a right module over 
this ring via A . cp =Gal(q)(A). Using this module structure, on  easily gets 
that Gal,(H) is a torsion group of exponent dividing the exponent ofH 
(i.e., theorder of idH under convolution), which in turn divides the rank of 
H, provided the latter is defined. 
Proof: That Gal,(H) is a right module over the Hopf algebra 
endomorphism ring of H is straightforward to check, having realized that 
for acommutative Galois algebra A we have Gal(V)(A) = A @A. This is 
because the multiplication map fA is a V-Galois morphism from A @I A 
to A. Hence Gal(cp * rj)(A)=Gal(V~(cp@Il/)oA)(A)=Gal(A)(Gal(cp@$) 
(A QA)) = Gal(A)(Gal(cp)(A)QGal(lCI)(A)) = Gal(cp)(A) * Gal(+)(A). I 
Now let R and S be two commutative rings. We want to study the 
behaviour of Galois algebras under functors f om R-Mod to S-Mod, which 
preserve the tensor p oducts: 
DEFINITION 3. A covariant functor Y:R-Mod -+ S-Mod together with 
a functorial somorphism 6: 9(M) OS 9(N) r S(MOR N) and an iso- 
morphism of S-modules 5:S3 S(R) is called a monoidulfunctor, if (9, 6, 5) 
forms aweakly monoidal functor inthe sense of [12, pp. 1251, i.e., if 6
and [ are compatible with the natural isomorphisms MO (NO P)E 
(M@N)@P,M@NzNNOM, and MORE’M. 
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Let Q be a monoidal functor. Obviously, monoidal functors a edesigned 
to preserve algebraic structures likealgebras andtheir modules, coalgebras 
and their comodules, Hopf algebras nd their comodule algebras, etc. 
Pareigis [12, Theorem 171 shows that 99(M) will be finitely generated 
projective, if M is. Hence we conclude: 
COROLLARY 5. If a: A + A OR H is an H-Galois algebra over R, then 
%(a): 9(A) + ‘3(A)@, 9(H) is an 3(H)-Galois algebra over S. 
We denote the induced map Gal(R, H)+ Gal(S, 9(H)) also by 9. 
Clearly, if rp: G -+ H is a morphism of R-Hopf algebras, thediagram 
Gal(R, H) -% Gal(S Wf)) 
I 
Gal(o) 
I 
GaNS(rp)) 
Gal(R, G) --% Gaul g(G)) 
commutes. Furthermore, if H is cocommutative, 9 is a group 
homomorphism. 
2. CORESTRICTION OF GALOIS ALGEBRAS 
Let L/K be a separable fi ld extension of finite degree n.By imitating 
Riehm’s [13] construction of the corestriction of algebras we define a 
covariant functor Car,,, : L-Mod + K-Mod. We briefly review its defini- 
tion, mainly to fix notation. 
Let N be the normal closure ofL over K and r= Gal(N/K). Let d = 
Gal(N/L) and C= T/A, viewed as a left r-set as usual. Let [ 1: Z+ r be 
a transversal. Then for yE r, (T EZ there is a unique element (y, (r) E A with 
Y . Cal = cr. gl . h 0). 
Now let V be a vector space over L. Set 
if(=)= @ [“l(NBL V) 
asZ 
here @ = @ , (1) 
N 
where for an N-vector space W and y E r the symbol vW denotes the y-con- 
jugate of NOL V [ 13,4.2], i.e., the additive group W with y-‘-twisted 
operation of N. r operates by semilinear automorphisms on VT:‘) via 
y . @ (r,O 0,) = 0 ((7, a’) rczOv,,) 
( > 
(d=y-1 .a). (2) 
CT 0 
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By Galois descent the r-invariant elements form a K-vector space, and 
we set Cor,,,( V)= ( Vr.‘))7 Clearly N 0 Cor,,,( V) is canonically 
isomorphic to V(r’d’ and L 0 Cor,/,( I’) E ( V(T’d))d. 
As is easily verified, thisfunctor p eserves thetensor p oduct [4, 1.8, 
Lemma 8 and lo]; i.e., Car,,, is a monoidal functor inthe sense of 
Definition 3. Therefore it preserves algebraic structures like algebras and 
coalgebras, and one can even deduce that Car,,, induces a homomorphism 
on the Brauer group [12, Theorem 201. 
Before w study the corestriction of Galois algebras, we note the adjoint- 
ness properties of Cor,,,: 
PROPOSITION 6. On the category of commutative algebras Car,,, is left 
adjoint; on the category of cocommutative coalgebras it iright adjoint to he 
extension of scalars L OK -. 
ProojI For a commutative L-algebra A the map 
induces a homomorphism ofL-algebras 
lA : A --) L OK Car,,,(A) E (A(T’d))d 
and for a commutative K-algebra B the twisted n = [L : K]-fold multi- 
plication (L@,B)‘r’d’ + NOK B, 0, (raOb,)f+II, Col(r,Ob,) for
r .J @ b, E c”l(N@, B), induces a homomorphism ofK-algebras 
pB: Cor,,,(L@, B)-+ B. 
Dually, for acocommutative L-coalgebra C the counit map can be used 
to define a homomorphism ofL-coalgebras 
7cc: L@,Cor,,,(C)E(C Wd))d ~ c 
and for acocommutative K-coalgebra D the n-fold diagonal gives rise to a 
K-coalgebra homomorphism 
6,: D + Cor,,,(L@, D). 
These maps are obviously functorial and fulfill the condition f radjunc- 
tion morphisms. 1 
We remark at this point hat all we did so far works as well if one 
replaces L/Kby any ring extension I/ksuch that here exists a group-Galois 
extension n with Ioccuring asthe fix ring of some subgroup. However, we
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do not know whether there is a similar construction in case of a Hopf 
Galois extension L/K. 
We now come back to Galois algebras. By Corollary 5, CorLIK induces 
a map 
Cor L,K :Gal(L, H) + Gal(K, Car,,,(H)), 
which is natural inthe L-Hopf algebra H.
PROPOSITION 7. This map is injective andinduces anisomorphism 
Cor L,K :Gal,( L,H) 3 Gal,( K,Car,,,(H)). 
Proof: We define a map backward by sending A E Gal(K, Car,,,(H)) 
to Y(A) = Gal(z,)(L@,A)EGal(L, H). Although H need not be com- 
mutative, the“adjunction” m rphism 1”: H + L @‘K CorLIK( H) is a well- 
defined Hopf algebra m p. We claim that he map Y is a left inverse of
co1 L/K on Gal(L, H). For, if A is an H-Galois algebra over L, zA : A -+ 
LOK Car,,,(A) isan lH -Galois morphism and hence A= y(Cor&A)). 
For the second part of the proof we may assume that H is commutative, 
since otherwise both Gal,(L, H) and Gal,(K, Car,,(H)) are empty. Let 
A E Gal,(K, CorL,,(H)) and j: Y(A) + LOK A be an z,-Galois morphism. 
Then pA 0 Cor,,,( j): Cor,,,( Y A)) + A is a pLCorL,x(H) 0 Cor,,,(i,)-Galois 
morphism. But ~~~~~~~~~~ 0 CorLiK(z,) = id, and the claim follows. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let W be the algebra ofquaternions over the reals. It is fully 
graded by the group V,= { 1, CT, r, gr}, where deg(i)=o and deg(j)=~; 
i.e., W is an R[ V4]-Galois algebra. We define a descent datum on COW W 
by y(z 0 a) = 5 0 u ~ ’ . x . u, where yis the non-trivial element ofGal(@/R) 
and u = i + j. We have y( 10 i) = 1 @j and consequently the R-algebra of 
y-invariant elements (which turns out to be isomorphic to the matrix ring 
M2(R)) is equipped with an H-Galois structure, wh re H is the non-trivial 
form of R[ V4] corresponding to the descent datum .which interchanges rr 
and r. In particular H can be identified w ththe corestriction of @[C,]. 
This shows that Cor,,,: Gal(@, C[C,]) + Gal(R, Cor,,,(@[C,])) is not 
surjective, since every C,-fully graded algebra iscommutative andso will 
be its corestriction. 
Remark. Let L” = Gal(KJK) denote the absolute Galois group of K. 
Assigning to a separable, commutative K-algebra A the P-set X, of all 
algebra m ps from A to KS yields anantiequivalence of the categories of 
separable, commutative K-algebras andthe finite, discrete sets on which r’ 
acts continuously [ 17,6.31. IfA is a commutative H-Galois algebra, where 
H and hence A are separable, then X, becomes a principal homogenous 
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space for the f ‘-group X,. One may use this to derive the well-known 
bijection Gal,(K, H)r H ‘(r’, X ) [ 17, 17.8; 14, 1.52, Proposition 333. 
Denote A’ c r’ as the absolute Galois group of L. Assigning to acon- 
tinuous A’-set S of the r’-set M$ (S) of all continuous, A’-equivariant 
maps from r’ to S defines a right adjoint to he forgetful functor. We con- 
clude that for acommutative, separable L-algebra A we have XCorL h(A) z 
M$(XA). For a separable L-Hopf algebra H the above proposition can be 
stated asH’(T’, M$(X,))r H’(d’, X,), which is well known in Galois 
cohomology [ 14, 1.5.8.b]. 
If one wanted to study H-Galois algebras for afixed Hopf algebra H,
one might be more interested in the following map: 
DEFINITION 4. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra over K and 
A E Gal(L, L OK H) be a Galois algebra. Then 
H-N.,,(A) =Gal(G,)(Cor(A),) E Gal(K, H), 
where 6,: H -+ Cor(L OK H) denotes the adjunction m rphism introduced 
above, is called the H-norm of A. 
Clearly this norm map 
H-N,,, : Gal(L, L OK H) -+ Gal(K, H) 
is functorial in the K-Kopf algebra H.In particular it is ahomomorphism 
of abelian groups. 
PROPOSITION 8. For every commutative and cocommutative K-Hopf 
algebra H,the composed map 
Gal,(K, H)5 Gal,(L,  OK H) 3 Gal,(K, H)
equals multiplication by n = [L : K]. 
ProoJ For A E Gal,(K, H)the map ,U A: Cor(L OK A) + A is apL,-Galois 
morphism; i.e., Cor(LO, A) = Gal(pL,)(A). Hence H-N,,(L@, A) = 
Gal(6,) 0 Gal(pH)(A) = Gal(p,o 6,)(A). But pH 0 6, equals the n-fold 
convolution product ofid,, in the Hopf algebra endomorphism ring of H 
(which is commonly denoted by[n]), and the claim follows from the fact 
that Gal,(H) is a right module over this ring. 1
EXAMPLES. 1. Let H = K[C,] be the group ring of the cyclic group of 
order with generator t. The H-Galois algebras are precisely thefully 
graded algebras K[X]/(X’ -a), where ais a unit in K and deg(R) = z. By 
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abuse of notation we write K[t;/l;] for this algebra. For a unit a in L we 
then have H-N,, (L[;/;;]) =K[fi], where b denotes the usual norm 
of a. 
2. Let H = KCr be the coordinate ring of the constant group scheme 
and suppose that L contains an rth primitive root of unity [. Let t: r= 
Gal(N/K) + U(Z/r.Z) be the group homomorphism defined by r(i) = [t(y). 
By Kummer theory every L OK H-Galois algebra is of the form L[ $1 for 
some unit a in L (here the fixed generator z of C, acts by z(x) = c . x). It 
is straightforward to check that L OK H-N.,,(L[ $1) E L[ ;/T,l,o], 
where 
TLIK(a) = n [a] -’ (a)‘(Cul) 
c7EZ 
is sometimes called the Stickelberger norm of a. This norm map was 
studied by Childs [3] and intensely used by Greither [7]. 
3. Finally let H = K[T]/( Tq) be the coordinate ring of the group 
scheme clq, where K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and q = pr. Again the 
corresponding Galois algebras are all commutative and isomorphic to 
K[&], but this time a may be any element of K. For aE L we have 
HN,,,(L[&])=K[{m], where Tr,,,(a) is the trace of a in K. 
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